Morphological variation in the tyrosine receptor kinase A-immunoreactive periodontal ligament epithelium of developing and mature rats.
Tyrosine receptor kinase A (trkA) is the high-affinity receptor for nerve growth factor. It has been found in several non-neuronal cell types, indicating biological roles independent of neural function, as well as in the nervous system. An initial study demonstrated that an antibody to the full extracellular domain did not label periodontal ligament epithelium (PLE; also known as epithelial rests of Malassez), but that another antibody which recognises a truncated 41-kDa form of trkA did label PLE. Thus, truncated trkA-immunoreactive (-IR) PLE was further investigated here in developing molars of young rats, and in its mature form in adult rat molars, for its reaction to moderate or deep molar injuries, and for its appearance along the continuously erupting incisors of mature rats. In some of the adult rat molars we also analysed the association of nerve fibres with PLE using antibodies for p75 neurotrophin receptor or peripherin. Rat jaws were fixed with 4% formaldehyde and demineralised, and bound antibody was detected with avidin-biotin-peroxidase and diaminobenzidine or fluorescence procedures. Light microscopy showed great variation in the appearance of trkA-IR PLE and considerable morphological changes during the eruption of molars and incisors. By electron microscopy it was shown that trkA-IR was not uniformly distributed in PLE cells but rather was concentrated in the peripheral zones of each cell cluster. Tooth injury did not influence the form or occurrence of PLE unless there was specific destruction of a ligament region. Qualitative analyses of nerve fibres showed that they only rarely innervated PLE in adult rats, indicating that the truncated receptor has non-neuronal functions in this epithelium. These results suggest that neurotrophin growth factors, acting via truncated trkA receptors, affect the interactions between PLE cells and the periodontal ligament, with fewer PLE interactions with nerves. Furthermore, the expression of these receptors on PLE supports the possibility that these cells are active during tooth development and eruption rather than being merely passive remnants of the degenerating tooth sheath. The similar trkA-IR of PLE and junctional epithelium, as well as their structural association, suggests interactions between these two epithelia.